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Nature sounds alarm clock australia

DHL-HK,SF eParcel,DHL,FEDEX_IE,FEDEX_IP,ePacket,UPS,TNT,UPS- Shipping abroad, DHL- Shipping abroad, TNT- Shipping abroad, Fedex- Shipping Abroad, Fedex IE - HEAVY, Fedex IP - HEAVY + More filtered Our internal body watches are designed to match with sunrise and sunset. Modern
life can throw them into a mess. The therapy lamp and alarm clock restore the rhythm, help you feel awake during the day and ready to sleep at night. ☀'S Natural Light Alarm Clock】Add Smart Snooze function with Touch Control, gently press the Snooze button to enter snooze mode directly, after 5
minutes gently start playing again and last 2 minutes, easy to control. ☀【6 Natural Sounds &amp; FM Radio】 To meet the needs of most guests, our sunrise alarm light offers 6 natural sounds (piano, violin, bagpipe, waves, birds and DiDi) - this can allow you to feel the beauty of nature; In addition, you
can also set fm radio as you 7th sound. ☀【Multiple Colors Night light &amp; Atmosphere Lamp】 Sunrise light has 7 colors, including warm white, green, red, blue, purple, orange and indigo light, or acts as a warm white LED light with 10 adjustable brightness settings. Compare with similar elements
Simulated sunrise alarm Clock Gently wake up with natural light and natural sounds and give you a relaxing mood in the morning Sunset simulation sleep light The brightness of the light will be gradually dimed, eventually turn off the light during sleep Six natural sounds &amp; FM radio Includes six kinds
of natural sounds such as birds, ocean waves &amp; FM Radio Multiple light modes Six colors (green, red, blue, purple, orange, indigo) &amp; 10 levels of warm white light is optional slumber function Wake sound will play again after 5 minutes, giving you an extra 5 minutes of sleep Sensitive touch keys
Very easy to set the time, alarm, light, FM radio and other functions Specifications Input : AC 100-240V, 50/60Hz 0.2A Output: DC 5V 1A Color: White Material: ABS &amp; PC LED Quantity: 9 x warm white LEDs &amp amp; 9 x RGB LED power supply: 2 x AAA batteries (not included) or USB DC5V
Product dimensions (LWH): 170 × 170 × 104mm Product image 1 Product image 2 Product image 3 Product image 6 CHIRP is a unique alarm clock with premium light and sound technology in combination with traditional prowess. The shape corresponds to the feature, as CHIRP is not only a practical
object, but also adds a beautiful aesthetic to its interior. A welcome departure from synthesized sounds from a mobile device or a regular alarm clock, CHIRP wakes you up with gentle light and blissful sounds of nature. Wake up feeling refreshed, energetic and ready to start every new day. directs your
transition from quiet sleep to peaceful awakening. It intelligently mimics the sunrise with the intensity of light, gradually increasing 20 minutes before the alarm sounds. Soft Soft light promotes the state of rest. The second element below is the sounds of nature that define the function of sound. This will
trigger the selected alarm time. The result is a daily awakening ritual, which is naturally not bothersome and promotes a general sense of well-being. As a messenger of nature, CHIRP brings the sound of nature to your intimate environment. While playing CHIRP, you feel like you're in a picturesque
environment surrounded by trees, bird chirping, floating water or flowering flowers. Help yourself to keep in balance and let your mind relax. Download the DAQIchirp app available in the App Store to customize your personal preferences. The sound and time you want is synchronized by audio. This
technology is without any wireless communication and issues no more signal. As a result, CHIRP facilitates a healthy sleep environment without interference and has been designed to be placed safely near your bed.  The black marble variant has a hand-made white ceramic bird on the base of natural
black marble and steel perch. What's in the box? 1 x Chirp 1 x USB power cord 1 x one USB 240v power plug 1 x instruction manual CHIRP is a unique alarm clock that combines superior light and sound technology with traditional craftsmanship. The shape corresponds to the feature, as CHIRP is not
only a practical object, but also adds a beautiful aesthetic to its interior. A welcome departure from synthesized sounds from a mobile device or a regular alarm clock, CHIRP wakes you up with gentle light and blissful sounds of nature. Wake up feeling refreshed, energetic and ready to start every new
day.  CHIRP directs your transition from quiet sleep to peaceful awakening. It intelligently mimics the sunrise with the intensity of light, gradually increasing 20 minutes before the alarm sounds. Soft morning light promotes a state of rest. The second element below is the sounds of nature that define the
function of sound. This will trigger the selected alarm time. The result is a daily awakening ritual, which is naturally not bothersome and promotes a general sense of well-being. As a messenger of nature, CHIRP brings the sound of nature to your intimate environment. While playing CHIRP, you feel like
you're in a picturesque environment surrounded by trees, bird chirping, floating water or flowering flowers. Help yourself to keep in balance and let your mind relax. Download the DAQIchirp app available in the App Store to customize your personal preferences. The sound and time you want is
synchronized by audio. This technology is without any wireless communication and issues no more signal. As a result, CHIRP facilitates a healthy sleep environment without interference and has been designed to be placed safely near your bed.  The black marble variant has a hand-made white ceramic
bird on a natural black base and steel perch. What's in the box? 1 x Chirp 1 x USB power cord 1 x one USB 240v power plug 1 x instruction &gt; Age confirmation Click Enter to check that you are old enough to consume alcohol. Alcohol.
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